
2.2 Causality and Energy
As we have seen the wave equation in ID is the
sum of two disturbances one moving to the right
and the othermoving to the left

4 0 signals move at exatly C

4 0 0 signals move at s e

we haven't proven this but it can be seen

by looking at dAlembert's formula and thinking

We usually sketch time dependent problems
with t time being the vertical axis and

the horizontal axis representing the spatial
coordinate s for now we're in ID so

there's just x but in principle there can

be x y Z
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Equally we can start from some point
It in space time and ask

what is the past history of t
That is
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Energy There is a natural way to associate a

non negative quantity we call energy to the

wave equation on R We denote the total energy E
It is made up of two parts

kinetic energy this comes from the actual

motion of the string and is given by

Ekin E tf JUE dx

Potential energy this is the energy stored
in the string for example when it is stretched

Epott IT Jinx dx

We define E Ekin E t Ept

Proposition For a string satisfying the homogenous
wave eq the energy is conserved E 0
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The first and last terms cancel out and the

middle term is also 0 since u and its derivatives

are assured to vanish at ID Therefore

E E O E E E const

For the plucked string examplefrom before
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